Together we keep our
community clean!

Municipalities

A clean municipality
is a safe municipality
Keeping the local environment clean brings only benefits. Clean areas are
much more likely to stay that way, and are considered much safer. Working
together, we make our city and municipality an even more pleasant place to
live.

Free trash bags for everyone!
TiksPac recycling stations with free trash bags are strategically placed around the municipalities in areas
such as walking paths, parks, recreational areas an other frequently visited areas. The recycling stations
blend naturally into the environment, inviting all passers-by to grab a free trash bag and contribute to
keep the community clean. We keep the community clean, in cooperation with the public, municipality
and local businesses.

Our trash bags are also free for the municipality. The municipality is
responsible for keeping the bags are available at the recycling stations. This is
made possible by businesses that pay to promote their brands at the stations.

Businesses

Environmentally smart exposure in
an environmentally friendly setting
Advertising at the recycling stations gives businesses unique exposure at cost-effective prices and lets the businesses demonstrate
their corporate social responsibility (CSR).
Their logos are visible to anyone passing by the recycling stations, as well as those who stop to take a bag.

A sustainable solution

Littering is one of society’s greatest problems today. It’s harmful to people, animals and nature, disturbs the oceans, pollutes
the environments and makes areas less safe. It’s expensive for society and its citizens, and it’s completely unnecessary.
Most people agree that littering is wrong, and concern for the environment is growing all over the world. Our free trash bags
make it easy for anyone to pick up their trash - and maybe even some left behind by others.

Together we can make a difference

Citizens, businesses and municipalities together
The public cleans

The public is given an easy way to take care of their waste, using our free and readily
available trash bags.

The business community pays

Businesses buy exposure at the stations, while at the same time demonstrating
corporate social responsibility (CSR).

The municipalities facilitate

Municipalities set up the recycling stations and are responsible for ensuring the
constant availability of trash bags.
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TiksPac • 4,500 recycling stations • 17 million bags/year • 180 municipalities • Over 4,000 satisfied customers

